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The societal costs and benefits of
commuter bicycling
 

By Justin Feldman

To reduce air pollution, traffic congestion and the health problems linked to sedentary

lifestyles, many cities around the world — from Beijing to Boston, and Montreal to Mumbai —

are working to encourage residents to bicycle more. These and hundreds of other communities

have established bike sharing programs, regularly close down streets to attract walkers and

cyclists, and are investing in cycling-specific infrastructure.

While the United States lags far behind countries such as Denmark in the percentage of trips

taken by bicycle — the overall U.S. rate was 0.53% in 2010, compared to 40% in Copenhagen —

cycling is on the rise: Annual trips increased from 1.7 billion in 2001 to 4 billion in 2009, a jump

of 135%. Davis, Calif., is the leader, with 22.1% of trips taken by bicycle, followed by Boulder,

Colo. (9.9%), Eugene, Ore. (8.3%), Berkeley, Calif. (8%), and Cambridge, Mass. (6.8%). While the

United States is still a long way from the end of car culture, a shift does seem to be underway.

Studies have shown that while urban cycling has risks, generally attributable to motorists, the

societal benefits far exceed them. All potential bicycle-promotion policies have unique trade-

offs, however, and scientific research can help policymakers decide which options are most
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worth pursuing. A 2014 study published in Environmental Health Perspectives, “The Societal

Costs and Benefits of Commuter Bicycling: Simulating the Effects of Specific Policies Using

System Dynamics Modeling,” looks at four options for increasing cycling in the city of Auckland,

New Zealand. (The city’s population was approximately 1.4 million in 2011, comparable to San

Antonio, Texas, or San Diego, California.) Auckland’s strategic target is for walking and cycling to

reach 35% of all trips by 2040, with no specified target for cycling within that percentage.

The researchers — based at the University of Auckland, University of Otago, Massey University,

the Auckland Regional Council. It involves marked lanes with no physical segregation on 46% of

main roads, 25 kilometers of shared footpaths per 100,000 population and a small number of

shared bus and bicycle lanes. (2) Arterial segregated bicycle lanes (ASBL), with one-way, barrier-

separated cycling lanes on all main roads throughout the region. (3) Self-explaining roads (SER),

which slow car traffic through structural changes and visual cues. (4) A combination of arterial

segregated bicycle lanes and self-explaining roads (ASBL+SER).

The study is notable for its use of a “causal loop” structure that accounts for mutually

reinforcing determinants of bicycle use — for example, cyclist injuries can reduce the number

of cyclists due to the level of real or perceived danger. As a result, more chose to drive rather

than cycle, further increasing the risk of injury to cyclists.

The study’s findings include:

Compared to the business-as-usual scenario, all four alternative policies had positive cost-

benefit ratios, ranging from $6 to $24 saved for every $1 spent. The number of cyclist

deaths and injuries increase under all the options, but the overall rates fall because of the

rise in cycling mode share. The total number of deaths also falls, primarily through a drop

in car-crash fatalities and an increase in physical activity and health.
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The regional cycling network (RCN) had the lowest infrastructure costs — NZ$45 million

(US$39 million) — but also the smallest benefits: Cycling would increase from 1% to 5% of

trips, but car use would remain about the same as current levels, 75% of all trips. The

policy would still save $18 for every $1 spent, but had the lowest net benefits, NZ$770

million. Cyclist fatalities would increase by 200, but 650 fewer deaths from all-cause

mortality results in a net gain of 450. The death and injury rate for cyclists is essentially the

same as the baseline scenario.

The arterial segregated bike lanes (ASBL) policy resulted in a more favorable cost-benefit

ratio and a considerably higher proportion of trips taken by bicycle, 20%. It resulted in

more cyclist deaths (700) and serious injuries (7,000) than any of the other policies

considered, but the death and injury rates fell about 40% compared to the baseline. Net

benefits were NZ$2.55 billion, with $18 saved for every $1 spent.

The self-explaining roads (SER) policy resulted in the greatest reductions in air pollution

and greenhouse gas emissions, the smallest increase in cyclist deaths (85) and injuries

(1,600), and a 50% drop in the death and injury rate for cyclists. Cycling only increased to

5% of all trips, but the share of trips by car fell to 55%. This option had net benefits of

NZ$1.78 billion but the lowest cost-benefit ratio, $6 for every $1 spent.

The strategy combining arterial segregated bike lines and self-explaining roads (ASBL+SER)

had the highest infrastructure costs of the four considered — NZ$630 million (US$550

million) — but also had the highest return on investment, $24 saved for every $1 spent,

with total net benefits of NZ$13.1 billion.

The ASBL+SER scenario had by far the greatest positive impact on mode share and health

of all the options: By 2051, car use would drop to 40% of all trips and cycling would rise to

40%. Cyclist deaths would increase by 250, but the policy would result in 4,000 fewer

deaths from physical inactivity, a net gain of 3,750. The death and injury rates for cyclists

were by far the lowest, approximately 20% of that in the business-as-usual scenario. In

addition, 26 fewer megatons of greenhouse-gas emissions were released.

“In high-income, car-dependent cities such as Auckland, particular bicycle-friendly

interventions will be crucial to turn patterns of declining commuter cycling into sustained

growth that would meet climate and health goals,” the authors conclude. “Although our

findings suggest that Auckland’s existing plan to develop a regional cycle network would likely

have benefits, the simulation modeling suggests that it would not reverse the predicted

business-as-usual increased rate of cycling injury. In contrast, a gradual transformation of all
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roads using best practice arterial and local street interventions could make a major

contribution to regional transport targets. Our projections suggest that, assuming our

assumptions are valid, this transition would be cost-effective, returning tens of dollars in

benefits for every dollar spent.”

Related research: A 2011 study published in the British Medical Journal, “The Health Risks and

Benefits of Cycling in Urban Environments Compared with Car Use: Health Impact Assessment

Study,” used data from a four-year-old bike-sharing program in Barcelona with over 180,000

cyclists to weigh the health benefits of the program against the increased risks. Compared with

residents who drive, those using the city’s bike-sharing system were found to experience an

annual increase in 0.03 deaths from traffic accidents and 0.13 deaths from air pollution.

However, as a result of increased physical activity, 12.46 deaths were avoided annually,

meaning that overall, the program helped prevent 12.28 deaths per year.
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